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OWNERS DIRECTORY PRIZE DRAW
Register for the Owners Directory (database) by clicking on this link > dbadmin@comunidadgenerallmc.com > an email will then appear
> enter your name and LMC property address > then click on SEND. We will then complete your registration and send you a confirmatory email
All registered owners will then be entered in the prize draw, which will take place at the end of the General Community AGM on the 14th February, 2017

There will be two great prizes of a 100€ dinner for two + a bottle of wine, at the Owners Clubhouse
One for owners who registered before the 31st October, 2016 and the second for owners who registered
between the 1st November, 2016 and the 10th February, 2017
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JOHN DOUGLASS
PRESIDENT
THE GENERAL COMMUNITY

relayed to the gardeners. Action has been
taken.

As the summer rapidly comes to a close I
would like to reflect on what has taken
place over the last seven months.
Much of the General Community’s work is
to do with keeping a ‘watching brief’ on what
is happening in and around the resort. On
occasions, when the need arises, we take
action. One such example has been the
current renewal and general upgrade of the
main road from Los Belones to the West
Course. We have met with authorities in
Murcia, Cartagena and even the on-site
contractors, so that we better understood
how the work was being progressed and to
put forward our own ideas.

———————————————
“Much of the General
Community’s work is to do with
keeping a ‘watching brief’ on what
is happening in and around
the resort.”
———————————————On the resort itself, there are no new
developments in terms of the handover of
the roads, drainage, etc, from Inmogolf to
Cartagena Town Hall. The whole issue is still
pending, with no firm indication regarding
when the formal transfer may occur.

The resort has been busier this year, but
nonetheless has been running smoothly.
Grupo Segur, our new security company
(with the staff transferred from Eulen) has
been performing well and we have benefited
from the contractor providing an on-site
manager. Grupo Segur were only awarded a
one year contract when they took over and
we are currently negotiating an extension to
this period.
There have been various ‘housekeeping’
items which have kept us busy through the
summer. Specifically, we have communicated
widely this year on the recurrent mosquito
problem, through the on-line newsletter and
also the Community Presidents. The
communal areas were being regularly
sprayed, as were the various Communities in
the resort where communal gardeners were
being contracted. However, we found one
area which was sometimes being overlooked.
Namely, there were villas (in the widest
sense, as these are not restricted to socalled individual villas) where maintenance
contracts are privately arranged, but spraying
instructions were not necessarily being

We have had a couple of small fires this year
on the peripheries of communities. The
cause was the failure to clear loose dry
foliage, such as pine needles, dead wood, etc.
Therefore, to help guard against future fires,
we have recently distributed relevant advice
to the Presidents. Both fires incidentally
were extinguished by General Community
security staff with the assistance of our new
fire appliance.
Finally, we have re-located the recycling skips
which had to be removed from the land
adjacent to the football pitches. The skips are
now sited on land behind the Owners
Clubhouse and supervised disposal is
available each day, with the exception of
Sunday, between the hours of 11.00am and
12.00 noon.
With best wishes,

John Douglass
President, The General Community
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JANE HARRIS
VICE-PRESIDENT
FINANCE & TREASURY

———————————————
“As one of the Vice-Presidents of
the General Community, I am part
of the team responsible for
delivering a high standard of key
services and a great environment
for all owners and visitors
to enjoy.”
———————————————-

As the nature of my title implies, my
remit covers two key areas 1. FINANCE
In partnership with my colleagues, I coordinate the planning and production of the
General Community's annual budget, which
totals in excess of 2,000,000€, for
presentation to the Presidents and
subsequent approval at the February AGM.
I ensure that there are sound financial
protocols in place to monitor performance
against budget, so that I am able to provide
updates to the Presidents throughout the
year. I also liaise with the General
Community auditor, regarding the finalisation
of year-end financial accounts, which is
another important part of my role.

pay may occasionally be allowed, with the
loss of discount, where there are genuine,
mitigating circumstances. However, we
operate a zero-tolerance policy towards
non-payment and prompt recovery measures
are always taken, including legal action in
both Spain and overseas.
As with the President, my fellow VicePresidents and Team Leaders of the General
Community, I am fortunate to be supported
in my role by the highly professional staff of
the General Community office and also of
M S B , t h e G e n e r a l C o m m u n i t y ’s
administrators.
Higueras Owners for ten years, and full-time
Spanish residents for over five.
Jane’s background is in finance, and after
studying Business Studies, with Spanish and
French, she enjoyed a successful career in
retail banking. In 2002, she became an
independent management consultant,
specialising in talent management and
personal/executive development.

2. TREASURY
The prime focus is on the timely collection
of General Community fees due, so that all
owners, whether directly, or via their
communities, pay their fair share of the funds
that make-up our income stream.
The vast majority of owners and
communities take advantage of the early
payment discount granted to those who pay
on/before schedule. However, some do not
and therefore, a key part of my role is
following up on overdue fees. Extra time to

THE PERSON BEHIND THE ROLE
Jane Harris and her husband Stewart bought
their first La Manga Club property in 1994
without ever having visited the resort. This
‘leap in the dark’ proved to be a great
decision and they have now been Las

Jane ‘retired’ in 2011 but now finds herself as
busy as ever. As well as her roles as GC Vice
President and President of Las Higueras, she
also finds time for walking her two dogs,
playing golf, Nordic walking, Pilates, Spanish
lessons, bridge and generally enjoying life at
La Manga Club.
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IMPROVING
COMMUNICATION
WITH OWNERS

———————————————“We are pleased to announce that
we are in the process of setting-up
our own Facebook page, to
compliment our brand new
Owners Directory.”
———————————————

As the number of communities and
owners increase, and given we are all
living ever busier lives, we rely more and
more on electronic communications to
keep us in touch with the information and
news that are so essential to our
lifestyles. La Manga Club owners are no
different. Indeed, for the majority of
owners who are non-resident and moving
between permanent homes and holiday
properties, their need for efficient
communication is arguably even more
important than the average person.
The General Community is mindful of this
point and has been working hard to improve
the way it communicates with owners. So,
we are pleased to announce that we are in
the process of setting up our own Facebook
page. When launched later this autumn it will
be updated on a regular basis and will
become the quick access, one-stop
destination for all news and information that
affect La Manga Club owners. Watch out for
the launch date announcement in the news
section of the General Community website.

GENERAL
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OW N E R S D I R E CT O R Y

dedicated Owner Director y (owner
database), which, as previously advised, is fully
compliant and registered with the Spanish
data protection authorities.
Its primary function is to allow the General
Community to contact owners, either by

email, or post, without recourse to third
parties. In other words, the Owners
Directory is a valuable resource, which is
100% confidential and wholly owned by the
General Community.
We are currently encouraging all owners to
register for the directory. This can be done
by clicking on the email link in the panel
below, or by going to the competition
promotion on the Owners News/Log-in
page of the General Community website and
following the instructions.

OWNERS DIRECTORY100€ PRIZE DRAW
Register for the Owners Directory (database)
by clicking on this link > dbadmin@comunidadgenerallmc.com
> an email will then appear > enter your name and LMC property address > then click on
SEND. We will then complete your registration and send you a confirmatory email.
All registered owners will then be entered in the prize draw, which will take place
at the end of the General Community AGM on the 14th February 2017

In parallel with the Facebook page a huge
amount of work has gone into developing a

There will be two great prizes of a 100€ dinner for two + a bottle of wine,
at the Owners Clubhouse. One for owners who registered before the 31st October, 2016 and the
second for owners who registered between the 1st November, 2016 and the 10th February, 2017
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PROFILE
ANDREW MILLARD
PRESIDENT
EL COTO DEL GOLF
PHASE IV

_____________________________
“I am often asked why I do the
job, with one owner commenting,
“You’re a glutton for punishment!”
______________________________

I first came to the resort in 1986. The
whole region and La Manga Club in
particular, are now very different with it
having developed into 45 diverse and
varied communities.
Cristina (my wife, whom I met here 30 years
ago) and I have owned in El Rancho, Los
Olivos and La Quinta, the latter where I was
Chairman for almost 8 years. We bought in
El Coto direct from the developer 11 years
ago and I have been the President of Phase
IV ever since. Our children have been
coming here since birth and, with many of
my wife’s family living locally, we have made a
considerable number of long-lasting friends.

The role of Community President is not
onerous, but it is important. I see myself as
the custodian of the monies held by the
community, which is collected from owners
and spent according to their wishes on
maintaining and enhancing, in the main, the
estate. A well-kept, well-run community, with
carefully controlled finances, enhances
property values and contributes to the wellbeing of the wider resort.
I have found that owners generally own and
live in harmony, but occasionally I have to
deal with unfortunate circumstances. These
include the non-payment of community fees,
or when an owner is not conforming to the

community’s rules and thus detracting from
the enjoyment of other owners.
I attend the collective meeting of La Manga
Club Presidents every few months, which is a
useful sounding board and also to agree
resort-wide matters affecting everyone.
I am often asked why I do the job, with one
owner commenting, “You’re a glutton for
punishment!" Rarely is thanks given for the
unremunerated role of President. However, I
have undertaken many public service and
voluntary roles in my life, and to be a part of
the continuance and growth of La Manga
Club, ensuring its beauty and safe
environment remains for generations to
come, is thanks enough.
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TELEVISION
AND BROADBAND
AT LA MANGA
CLUB

A conversation with GC President John
Douglass, led to an invitation to talk to
the June President’s meeting about some
of the issues surrounding TV and
broadband at the resort.

JOHN JEFFERY
BROADCAST & COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEER

My twenty minute talk on the topic was
kindly received and followed by a request to
write these few words, which may help
owners understand where we are, and
where we could be in a few years time. I
don’t claim to know all of the challenges
affecting our providers, but I have spoken
with them, and as I was fortunate enough to
spend my working life in related areas, I hope
that I can at least explain some of the issues.

_____________________________
“TV and broadband are rapidly
moving close together.”
______________________________

TV and broadband are rapidly moving close
together. Some TV channels are available to
owners via Club TV’s cable system, whilst
broadband is available via both LMC
Broadband and Club TV. The closeness
arises because broadband now also carries
TV services, something especially important
for those who want channels not carried by
the cable system.

There are broadband providers outside the
club, but their services are not universal due
to topography. They are only used by a
minority, so I do not address them here.
Neither do I include costly 4G services, or
the few with direct Telefonica connections.
My words are restricted to the issues
affecting our two on-resort suppliers.
The cable TV service for our UK channels is
received at Club TV by satellite. The signals

have to be decoded from the satellite
frequencies on the DVB-S standard and then
re-encoded for the completely different
frequencies and standards used by the cable
DVB-C standard. The fundamental problem is
that LMC is now well outside the satellite
footprint used for UK channels. Even with
big dishes, the specifications dictate that the
new satellites should not provide reception
across Spain. The recent change of satellites
was required due to ageing satellites coupled
with the digital changes and a need to allow
more satellite channels for other European
countries without co-channel interference.
This meant designing satellites with
restricted beams aimed at a particular
territory, in our case, the British Isles. Why
then does it work in La Manga Club?

SATELLITE TV RECEPTION IN SPAIN
NEW SPOTBEAM FOR MAIN UK CHANNELS

1.

PAN-EUROPEAN SPOTBEAM
FOR INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS LIKE CNN

2.

WHAT ARE SPOTBEAMS, SIDELOBES AND NULLS?

1.
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TELEVISION
AND BROADBAND
AT LA MANGA
CLUB
JOHN JEFFERY
BROADCAST & COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEER

_____________________________
“Whilst the system works well
enough most of the time, there
will be more changes in future.”
______________________________

The answer lies in a fortunate peculiarity of
all transmitting aerial beams. Whilst the beam
is aimed at the British Isles in our case, there
are small spurious secondary beams called
side lobes which are hard to eradicate even
with the best design. Fortunately, La Manga
Club lies beneath one of these side lobes.
The signal on a side lobe is however very
small and subject to disturbance, particularly
as the satellite drifts. Movement in the sky
equals drift for the beam on the ground. This
doesn’t matter for the main beam, because
there is enough overlap, but on a small side
lobe it means that the large dishes are no
longer beneath it because the tiny centre of
the side lobe drifted up the road. The
satellite operator controls the drift by a
clever system of minute thrusters, but the
operator is not concerned with La Manga
Club, only with the target of the main beam.
So, when your cable TV picture breaks up or
disappears, that is most likely what has
happened. There are other causes, especially
at equinox time when the alignment of the
sun and the satellite coincide. The already
weak signal on the side lobe becomes
i n s i g n i fi c a n t c o m p a r e d w i t h t h e
electromagnetic radiation from the sun
directly behind it, so the signal cannot be
decoded. Fortunately, this effect only lasts for
twenty or thirty minutes each day for a few
weeks around equinox time. Heavy cloud

cover and storms can also cause the weak
side lobe signal to become unreadable.

developing very rapidly. The ability to have
the channels that we choose in place of

WHAT ARE SPOTBEAMS, SIDELOBES AND NULLS?
SIGNAL FROM
SATELLITE

3.
SIDELOBES

NO
RECEPTION

POSSIBLE SIGNAL
WITH BIG DISH

SIDELOBES

SPOTBEAM

NO
RECEPTION

LOCALISED
GOOD RECEPTION

NO
RECEPTION

GOOD RECEPTION
WITH SMALL DISH

Whilst the system works well enough most
of the time, there will be more changes in
future. The satellites need replacing every
decade or so due to equipment age,
exhausted thrusters, and the need to
continue with ever tighter controlled beams.
None of that bodes well for the future of
satellite reception as the source of the cable
system. We do not need to despair though,
because Broadband TV is already here and is

NO
RECEPTION

LOCALISED
GOOD RECEPTION

POSSIBLE SIGNAL
WITH BIG DISH

those obscure ones that we mostly don’t
watch will be big drivers. Whether
broadband becomes the source for encoding
on the cable system, and whether in future
we all have our own smart TVs and boxes
connected are not points that I should
dictate, but it is almost certain that both will
occur. Indeed that will be necessary due to
subscriptions, as well as restrictions on
watching some channels out of territory.
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TELEVISION
AND BROADBAND
AT LA MANGA
CLUB
JOHN JEFFERY
BROADCAST & COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEER

_____________________________
“There are some wide
and exciting choices
on the horizon.”
______________________________

Centralised offerings can address those
issues, whilst individuals may not without
spending unreasonable sums on private
network and subscription ser vices.
Competition will drive both types of service.
Moving now to broadband in La
Manga Club as it is available
today, we already have adequate
speeds for TV streaming to our
various devices. Using LMC
Broadband’s now standard
10Mbps service, I regularly watch
a number of channels faultlessly
on both my i-Pad and smart TV
that are not available on cable.
Club TV also offers a 10Mbps
service and I do not make
distinction between them, that is
an evaluation for each user. At
this point I hear some of you
saying, but BT, Virgin and others
offer 100Mbps services or more
at home, so why only 10Mbps at
La Manga Club?
The answer is a capacity limitation at our
two providers. Both providers are forced to
use expensive radio links as their prime
source. 10Mbps is what we can reasonably
have as end users from the total capacity
available. Don’t despair though, 10Mbps is
more than adequate for TV and probably
everything else that most users want to do.

The industry would prefer you to believe
otherwise, because it uses big numbers as a
selling tool.
Our suppliers’ capacity limitation will
however become a problem for broadband
FIBRE BROADBAND OVERVIEW
1. TRADITIONAL BROADBAND

2. FIBRE TO THE CABINET

NEW STREET
CABINET
WITH DSLAM’S

3. FIBRE TO THE PREMISES

TV when hundreds of us want to watch at
the same time. That is a significant future
limitation which our two suppliers will have
to work on with fibre suppliers to their
equipment. When that problem is resolved,
our suppliers will no longer have to pay high
charges for radio-links which are dependent

on the amount of data used, so it should also
be reasonable to expect prices to fall.
The last links in the system are the existing
coax and twisted pair cables to our
individual homes. Excluding cases where age,
rot, and damage needs attentIon,
the issue of wholesale
replacement with fibre is not
technically necessary because the
distances from our suppliers to
our homes are mostly short
enough to allow the existing
cables to cope. There are some
areas where fibre will be
necessary to a local street
cabinet containing distribution
electronics for our existing
cables, but that should be all that
will be required. This technique
is called fibre to the cabinet
(FTTC) and is widely used. Major
disruption to our homes and
gardens will not be required if
this technique is chosen, whilst
the minor disruption for any necessary
FTTC can be easily addressed. However, the
choice of technique will not be made until
big capacity fibre arrives to our suppliers.
In summary, the options we already have are
fair considering the current limitations, and
although challenges remain, there are some
wide and exciting choices on the horizon.
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LOS BELONES
MAIN ROAD
UPGRADE
TONY COLES
VICE-PRESIDENT
INFRASTRUCTURE

As is impossible to miss, work on the
upgraded main road has been moving
apace through the summer months.
Naturally owners will have many
questions about various aspects of the
project. Therefore, this article attempts
to answer these questions and generally
to provide an update on progress as of
the 1st October, 2016, though it should
be remembered that circumstances may
result in changes down track. Seeing is
believing.
DELAYS: Environmental considerations and
the discovery of asbestos piping have caused
some delays.

_____________________________
“Naturally owners will have many
questions about various aspects of
the project. Therefore, this article
attempts to answer
these questions.”
______________________________

HEAVY GROUND WORKS: During
October compaction work began at the Los
Belones end of the road and will prepare the
ground for cycle and pavement lanes, which
will run on the south side of the new
carriageway up to the roundabout at the

entrance to the El Coto del Golf complex. At
which point they will cross over and run
down the north side on the remainder of
the new road.
LMC ENTRANCE ROUNDABOUT:
There has been a ‘sufficiency of land’
problem caused by the slope of the hill
leading up toward the Spa and the north
course communities at the crossroads,
which threatened the installation of the
proposed roundabout. However, subject
to confirmation from Murcia, this has
been resolved by off-setting the position
of the roundabout to the left, as viewed
when approaching the junction from the
Los Belones direction.
TUNNELS: Two tunnels will be
constructed between the current main
crossroads and the end of the new road,
facilitating safe crossing of buggies and

golf machinery. No other tunnels
are planned, possibly due to the
cost, which is estimated at circa
400.000€ per tunnel. The existing
tunnel will be extended and
improved. Allocated land adjacent
to the 15th hole on the north
course is unlikely be used, other
than at the new main crossroads
roundabout. All additional land
being used is to the north and
adjacent to the existing road.
MINING WORKS: An additional access
point to the mining tunnel, which has caused
subsidence on the road to Las Lomas has
been discovered under the north east
course corner of the main crossroads. This
will have to be dealt with, as the new road
will go over this area.
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LOS BELONES
MAIN ROAD
UPGRADE
TONY COLES
VICE-PRESIDENT
INFRASTRUCTURE

SIGNAGE & LANDSCAPING: Finance for
permanent directional signage and landscape
planting is included in the budget, though
exact details have yet to emerge.
DIVERSIONS: The diversion previously
agreed with Murcia when work on the main
c a rr i a g ew ay i s s t a r t e d h a s b e e n
reconfirmed. It will run on the south side of
the road from Los Belones to the Coto
complex and cross to the north side where
it will run to the main entrance/Las Lomas
crossroads.

_____________________________
“In summary, lots of activity
and some delays. However, it is
still anticipated that the project
will be completed prior to
Christmas 2017.”
______________________________

Golf to the West Course.
We will provide more
details as soon as we
h a v e s i g h t o f fi r m
proposals.

ROAD WIDTH: The overall width of the
road, including cycle/pedestrian lanes, the
pavement and the drainage spaces in
between, will be 15.5 metres.

When work starts on the section of road
that runs from the main crossroads to join
up with the “new/old road” to Portman, the
carriage way will be closed. Access will be
via the road which passes gates 1 and 2, and
then via the road to the West course. Traffic
flows on these roads are much lower than

those from Los Belones to the resort. Traffic
lights and control flags will be used as
necessary. Inmogolf will doubtless facilitate
access to the West course.
RESORT ENTRY SIGNAGE: The ‘fountain’
on the north course side has been
demolished. The decision on
whether, or not, to remove the
fountain on the south side lies
with Inmogolf, though
apparently there is no
requirement for it to be
removed due to the road
works. Inmogolf are considering
installing new entry signage and
have indicated that they would
like to share the cost with the
General Community. No budget
has been, as yet, produced.
ROAD LIGHTING: Inmogolf is
developing a project for lighting
the main road from El Coto del

In summar y, lots of
activity and some delays.
H o weve r, i t i s s t i l l
anticipated that the
project will be completed prior to Christmas
2017. By the way, please remember that the
project is being undertaken by the Murcian
government and so controlled by them, not
Cartagena council, Inmogolf, or indeed the
General Community! Seeing is
believing.

CLICK ON THE LINK BELOW TO VIEW PROGRESS
http://www.lamangaclubowners.com/Videos/
myroadmovie.aspx?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
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AUTUMN
MEDITERRANEAN
GARDENS
PACO DE LARA
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER
& PROJECT MANAGER

degrees and some moisture in the air are
ideal conditions for them to grow, and
damage plants in the process. So, avoid too
much watering and constant humidity. As a
preventive measure, apply a chemical
treatment based on fosetil-aluminium, or
propamocarb active ingredients.

After a long, hot and humid Murcian
summer, autumn is slowly emerging and
with it milder, less extreme weather. So,
to help our gardens adapt to the gentler
conditions, there are five points people
need to bear in mind.
REDUCE IRRIGATION: Temperatures are
lower and daylight hours are shorter. So, the
amount of water plants need has reduced.
The same applies to lawns, which are taking
moisture from the air through the misty
nights and mornings. Therefore, plants only
need 1 or 2 drip irrigations per week of
around 1 hour each and lawns, watering
once every day-2 days, for about 10 minutes.

_____________________________
“I wish you a fantastic autumn and
I’m sure if you bear in mind these
five simple points, your garden will
be healthy and beautiful during
these lovely months.”
______________________________
LIGHTLY PRUNE: During summer
excessive growth can take place in stems and
branches, usually in the lower part and
centres of plants, especially in shrubs and
citric trees. So, it’s best to prune this excess
to help the plants save energy and nutrients,
plus to allow in more light and encourage a

better air flow, which will help prevent
damage from insects that prefer darker
conditions.
CONTROL PESTS: Autumn is the season
when insects re-emerge, especially sap
sucking pests, such as green fly, white cotton,
or red spiders, all of whom like to feed on
growing plants. If plants get damaged they
will not look good in winter and will start
the following spring with inherent problems.
Insects are looking for a safe place to nest in
winter and lay there eggs for hatching next
spring. Spraying plants with a potasio soap 2
times in 10 days is an effective eco
insecticide treatment. However, if insects
persist it will be necessary to apply a
chemical insecticide, containing clorpirifos, or
imidacloprid ingredients. This may need to be
done by a specialist. If you have palm trees
pay special attention to the red bug (picudo
rojo) and apply an approved treatment, to
provide through to spring.
PREVENT FUNGI: These flourish in
autumn. Temperatures between 20 to 26

APPLY FERTILISER: Autumn fertiliser is
important and will provide plants with the
food they need to survive the winter and
also the energy to start growing in spring. A
chemical fertiliser like Potassium Nitrate,
used once a month, 10 grams per square
meter, is a good idea. Also use slow-release
fertiliser grains, with a complex composition
low in nitrogen and high in potassium, and
phosphate. 30 grams per square meter every
2 months will be fine.
I wish you a fantastic autumn and I’m sure if
you bear in mind these five simple points,
your garden be healthy and beautiful during
these lovely months.
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RECYLING
COLLECTION SKIPS
JO FISH
TEAM LEADER
ENVIRONMENT

_____________________________
“Please help us to keep the
resort clean and tidy by using
these facilities and not
fly tipping.”
______________________________

GETTING RID OF HOUSEHOLD AND
GARDEN RUBBISH
Many of you will have noticed, probably
with dismay, that the recycling skips near
Gate 2 have been removed. This was
because the land belongs to Inmogolf and
they needed it back. However, we have
been fortunate to be able to relocate the
skips to a new Recycling Collection Point,
just above the Owners´ Clubhouse. It is
open every day Monday to Saturday from
11.00am to 12.00 noon for the collection
and recycling of metal, plastic and wood
items only. (No mattresses, sofas, electric
machinery or tyres please!) The facility is
for the exclusive use of owners and is not
available to the general public,
businesses, contractors, or builders.

If any owner has items that they need to
dispose of, but which are not suitable for

recycling, there are various
options. Items that are in
reasonably good condition
can often be sold for
charity. The charities will
arrange to collect. For
Buen Samaritano, contact
Louise Gemmell on 968
175 913 and for MABS
contact, Beverley Taylor on
620 345 647.
Cartagena Town Hall has a
weekly collection in Los
Belones, which is located in
the open area next to the
church on Tuesdays between 11.00am and
2.00pm. There is also an ECO Park in
Cartagena just beyond the ITV centre where
larger items of any material may be left for
disposal without cost. It is
open 6 days a week.
Owners often ask where
they can dispose of
batteries. Small ones can be
placed in the special bins
provided for batter y
collection at the front of the
Supermarket in La Plaza.
Larger batteries will be
collected for recycling from
any of the garbage points
throughout the resort by the
garbage collection team.

We are fortunate at La Manga Club to have a
daily garbage collection service and also to
have plenty of glass collection bins
throughout the resort. Therefore, please help
us to keep the resort clean and tidy by using
these facilities and not fly tipping.

STOP!
DON’T DROP
HELP US STAMP OUT FLY-TIPPING
OF HOUSEHOLD & GARDEN WASTE
AROUND THE RESORT
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_____________________________
“For the second time this year
La Manga Club went Pink.
Congratulations to all who
participated, helped, or donated.
Your phenomenal efforts raised an
estimated 25,000€ for the charity
Breast Cancer Now.”
______________________________
CLICK ON THE LINK BELOW TO SEE
MORE S’PORT PINK PHOTOGRAPHS
http://www.point-photography.co.uk/
Events/Parties/Sport-Pink-La-MangaClub-16

Hosted by owner Carolina Betis and helped by
supporters from the Bellaluz community, the
30th September, 2016, We Are Macmillan
Cancer Support coffee morning raised an
impressive 2,240€ in just one day!
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RESORT SECURITY
IAN HUNT
VICE-PRESIDENT
SECURITY

_____________________________
“On the 22nd September
Grupo Segur, in conjunction with
the Guardia Civil, successfully
challenged and arrested
six illegal immigrants.”
______________________________

The summer period is historically the
busiest time for security at La Manga
Club and this year has been no exception.
There was a large increase in visitors and
although this is good for the resort as a
whole, it did potentially produce
additional issues for Grupo Segur, our
security contractors. However, I am
pleased to say that these did not result in
any major problems.

Essentially the sheer increase in numbers is
the principal reason why problems emerge.
As ever the behaviour of teenagers was an
issue, for example, their use of swimming in
pools in the early hours, plus causing noise
problems and mindless damage to both
community and private property. Our
security staff spent many hours monitoring
the resort watching for these types of
incidents, no easy task given the size of the
area they had to cover.
In this context, I would like to ask owners
who rent out their properties and also their

management companies, to remember that it
is their responsibility to make their clients
aware the Club’s bye-laws. I say this because
sadly a small minority seem to have little
respect, or consideration, for other people
staying at the resort and feel they can act in
an anti-social manor..
I am pleased to report that noise complaints
from commercial areas decreased again this
year and I would like to thank all of the bar
owners and management staff who cooperated in bringing this about. I was
particularly encouraged that following
discussions earlier this year, both LMC SL
and Last Drop employed extra security staff
at their own cost and believe their initiative
was the main reason for the decline in

incidents at their outlets. As numbers
increase each summer I am hopeful other
bars and commercial outlets will follow their
example.
The last major summer issue of importance
is that of young people being allowed to
drive golf buggies. I have said many times

previously that this is the responsibility of
their parents to stop. Not only are buggies
dangerous when driven by inexperienced,
underage people, they are also not insured
for use on the resort]s public roads. So, any
accidents could result in serious legal and
financial consequences.
Finally, on the 22nd September Grupo Segur,
in conjunction with the Guardia Civil,
successfully challenged and arrested six
illegal immigrants who had earlier landed in
kayaks at La Cala cove. They were taken by
the Guardia Civil to a holding station, where
the deportation process was started. This is
yet another example of how the resort’s
relationship with the local authorities is
continuing to develop and improve.
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RESORT SECURITY
SERGIO MUNOZ
IAN HUNT
VICE-PRESIDENT

_____________________________

SERGIO MUNOZ: Grupo Segur, LMC
Manager, was born in Murcia on 12th July,
1991. Due to his father’s military career,
he spent his childhood living in different
cities across Spain.
After finishing his secondary education,
Sergio passed his university entrance exams.
At the same time, he was successful in
obtaining his Medical Transport Technician
certificate, as well as other qualifications
related to health and emergency procedures,
which allowed him to work as a forest guard
in San Javier and also a lifeguard during the
summer months. Later, Sergio got his
Security Guard degree and Switchboard
Operator qualification relative to the 112
service.

“The General Community and
LMC owners are indeed fortunate
to have such dedicated staff
looking after their security
and well-being.”
______________________________

His first post-university jobs were with
Iberdrola and several other minor security
services. Subsequently, he was offered a role
as a Security Team Leader at the Carrefour
commercial centre, where he worked until

the 1st January this year, when he joined
Grupo Segur at La Manga Club to be their
on-site manager.
Whilst working at Carrefour, Sergio was
successful in obtaining another securityrelated degree and was also awarded an
honorary mention by the Guardia Civil for
his good conduct in the fulfilment of his
security duties. When he is able, Sergio likes
to co-operate with different voluntary
organisations, such as Cruz Roja &
Proteccion Civil.

Guard Maria Carmen, was awarded a special
merit award for her services in spotting a
fire at Si Bar. Her rapid contacting of the fire
brigade without doubt saving the building
from being completely gutted.

ARESUMUR AWARDS: Grupo Segur guard
Paco Belchi was given a special merit award
for his services in spotting a fire in the
grounds of Miradores. His quick reaction
limited the spread of the fire, which could
otherwise have become a major incident and
endangered owners’ lives and properties.
Guard Pedro Ros, received a special merit
award after he was called to a medical
emergency at the resort cricket pitch, where
a player had suffered a major heart attack.
His quick action in supplying the defibrillator
device, which was then used by a trained
medical onlooker, undoubtedly saved the
patient’s life.
I would like to congratulate all three guards
in winning their awards and also for their
valuable service to La Manga Club.
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LA MANGA CLUB
MEMORIES - 1993

_____________________________
“A fresh-faced Pascual
Sanchez when he was starting
out his career with the General
Community. Hard to imagine that
23 years on his thoughts are now
turning to retirement.”
______________________________
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HEALTH
FLU INJECTIONS
DR. SPENCER CROZIER

Winter is nearly here and it is time to
consider going to the doctor for the
dreaded flu jab, so as to get protection.
Therefore, in order to help everyone
make the right decision, I’ve listed some
information, which may help.
WHAT IS INFLUENZA? More commonly
known as the flu, it’s a serious disease that
can lead to hospitalisation and sometimes
even death. No two flu seasons are the same
and the illness flu causes can affect people in
different ways. Even those who are healthy
can get very sick and spread flu to others.

time flu viruses are circulating at higher
levels in the population. An annual seasonal
flu vaccine is the best way to reduce the
chance of developing symptoms and to
prevent the disease from spreading to
others. It’s also important to remember
that it takes about two weeks after
vaccination for antibodies to develop in the

WHERE? If you're interested in lowering
your chances of developing the flu this
winter, the pharmacy has just received
shipments of the vaccine. After picking the
vaccine up, just pop into the doctor’s office
and after a little jab you’ll be protected and
on your way.

WHEN? The flu season can begin as early as
October and last as late as May. During this

_____________________________
“More commonly known as the
flu, it’s a serious disease that can
lead to hospitalisation and
sometimes even death.”
______________________________

WHY? As mentioned before, everyone over
six months should get a flu vaccine every
year. To begin with, the body's immune
response from vaccination declines over
time, so an annual vaccine is recommended
for optimal protection. Also, because flu
viruses are constantly changing, the
formulation of the flu vaccine is reviewed
each year and updated if needed, so as to
remain effective.

body and provide protection against the
influenza virus infection. That's why it is
better to get vaccinated early, before the flu
season really gets under way.
WHO? Everybody six months of age and
older should get a flu jab every season. This
is particularly important for those who are
at high risk of developing serious
complications from illness, pregnant women,
people with chronic health conditions, the
elderly and people with compromised
immune systems.

Finally, when considering having the
vaccination done it’s important to remember
that it is much better than the illness, which
could result if no preventative measures are
taken.
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HEALTH
THE WELL PERSON
CLINIC
DR. SPENCER CROZIER

Let’s imagine that after lots of hard work
and years of saving money, you are finally
able to buy your dream car. Logically, you
would take care of it as best you could, in
order to enjoy it for the rest of your life.
You’d keep it out of the sun (to protect
the paint), park it as far away from other
cars and children playing football as
possible (to protect the bodywork against
dings), you’d fill it with the finest petrol
available and be sure to take it to all
scheduled maintenance appointments (to
keep the motor running smoothly and
avoid breakdowns).

_____________________________
“At the General Community
surgery we offer an annual Well
Person clinic to help everyone
keep in tip-top shape.”
______________________________
Although having an exotic car, a big house, or
any other fancy material thing is nice, I think
we can all agree that our most valuable
possession is our health and that of our
loved ones. Therefore, if we would go to
great lengths to care for and protect our

saddened to see that other illnesses have
gone unchecked and the impact this has on
both the people concerned and the
community.

most prized possessions, we should go to
even greater lengths to safeguard our health.
Sometimes suffering an illness, or an accident
is hard to avoid. Sometimes it’s just part of
life. Many times, however, a
chronic ailment can be easily
diagnosed and treated, thus
avoiding complications that
could lead to serious
consequences.
I’ve always wanted to be a
doctor so that I could help
p e o p l e . I fe e l fo r t u n a t e
because I have been given the
chance to do that here in La Manga Club.
During my short time working at the resort
I’ve had the opportunity to meet many of
you who own properties here. I feel that I’ve
been able to help many people overcome a
great number of maladies, but I’ve also been

At the General Community surgery we offer
an annual Well Person clinic to help
everyone keep in tiptop shape. Most people
unfortunately overlook this service, but it’s a
wonderful way for both doctor and patient
to detect, and avoid chronic illnesses. During
the Well Person’s clinic we discuss unhealthy
lifestyles and how to avoid them, we check
your heart (including an ECG), lungs, blood
pressure and send for a general blood test,
among other things. If it’s been a while since
last visiting your doctor please keep this
service in mind. When dealing with our own
health, or that of our loved ones, it’s
important to remember that prevention is
much better than the cure.
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LMC
MEMBERS GOLF

SURVEY

THE GOLF COURSES

The Committee conducted a survey for
members who had registered for the
Members Golf Club database.

The condition of the golf courses continues
to improve, despite a long, dry summer.
Please note that over the next year there
will be some unavoidable alterations due to
the road widening scheme, but we have been
reliably informed that they will be kept to a
minimum.

_____________________________
“The condition of the golf courses
continues to improve, despite a
long, dry summer.”
______________________________

This was to help determine the format of
the weekly competitions going forward
and, as a result, from the start of October
the competition schedule is >
Mondays: Qualifying 4 Ball Better Ball
We d n e s d a y s : I n d i v i d u a l S t a b l e fo rd
Qualifying
Last Wednesday of each Month: Individual
Medal Qualifying
Fridays: Individual Stableford Qualifying
Order of Merit.
A monthly members competition will be
organised for some time in the future.

LEADBETTER ACADEMY

I regret to confirm that the 30th September
was the last day for the Leadbetter Academy
and its staff. Many owners feel that since the
team’s arrival their golf has not only
improved, but also that playing has become
much more enjoyable. Laurence, the team
leader, has been ever present with a ready
smile and words of encouragement.
Moreover, he has always been open to ideas
and suggestions, one of which resulted in our
ladies group lessons. So, from all the ladies, a
big thank you to him and his colleagues
Adam and Anthony (Left to right above).
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LMC
MEMBERS GOLF

THE LA MANGA GOLF CLUB
TRAINING CENTRE

PORSCHE COMPETITION FOR
MEMBERS
The scheduled date of 12th November, 2016
had to be cancelled and the competition will
possibly place in December. The actual date
will be published just as soon as it’s been
confirmed.
GROUP BOOKINGS

_____________________________
“We now have our own
Facebook page! If you want to be
on it, contact Caroline Douglass
with your email address and she
will ‘invite’ you.”
______________________________

Many owners were curious as to what would
replace the Leadbetter Academy. We didn’t
have to wait long to find out! The La Manga
Golf Club Training Centre opened it’s doors
on 1st October and is headed up by Thomas
Johansson, supported by Anthony McCarthy
and Anders Thelberg (left to right below). An
open day on 6th October gave owners the
opportunity to meet the new team.

The Committee have been working with
Pedro Sanchez, to set up a simple,
straightforward centralised booking system.
This will ensure that regular groups will be
able to reserve their required tee times,
without the stress of having to see, or speak
to Pedro, or Golf Administration, every single
week. The new system is now live.

FACEBOOK PAGE
We now have our own page! If you want to
be on it contact Caroline Douglass with your
email address and she will ‘invite’ you.
NEW EMAIL ADDRESS
The new LMC Members Golf Club email
address is –
1membersgolf@lamangaclub.com
So, if you have any questions, or comments
please use this address. If you would like to
receive information about the Members
Club, and haven’t previously ‘opted in’, please
email Caroline Douglass at the same email
address and she will add you to the
Members Club database.
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SUMMER
CRICKET AT LMC
IAN HUNT

The future of cricket at the resort has
been given a boost by the news that La
Manga Club S.L. has teamed up with
Cricket Ireland and Scotland in a new
long-term partnership. This will create a
European Cricket Performance Centre at
the resort, the first of its kind in Europe,
which can only be good news for the La
Manga Cricket Club.

real chance that the league title could be
ours for the first time in our history.
We span a wide range of age groups in the
club, with players from ten up to sixty three
taking part. We are particularly proud of our
juniors and four have been ever present in
the senior team this year. The juniors help
ensure that cricket at La Manga club has a
secure and bright future.
The league we play
in covers a huge
area and this year
we have travelled
as far afield as
Madrid
and
Va l e n c i a , a l l o f
which takes time
and reflects the
dedication of our
players.

_____________________________
“It has been fantastic this
year to see so many owners
coming along to support
the team.”
______________________________

To-date, LMCC’s summer season has been
very positive and with just two league
matches left to play, we are second in the
ECCL league, division 2. Therefore, if we
secure just two more good results, there is a

Finally, it has been
fantastic this year
to see so many
owners coming
along to support
the team. All have
enjoyed the experience of watching cricket
in the sun, allbeit perhaps helped by our well
stocked bar! Come and join us, it’s a
great way to spend a Sunday afternoon ….

check our website >
http://lamangacc.hitscricket.com
…… for future fixtures and dates, which will
be uploaded shortly.
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WALKING AT
LA MANGA CLUB
ROBIN LOWMAN

_____________________________
“In 1925 the plan for the
‘Vickers Deployment’ was put into
effect, whereby the company
installed shore batteries and antiaircraft guns on both sides
of Cartagena.”
______________________________

As the headquarters for the Spanish
Mediterranean fleet, Cartagena had poor
protection against 20th century military
technology, especially British navy
patrols. In 1925 the ‘Vickers
Deployment’ plan was put
into effect, and the company
installed shore batteries and
anti-aircraft guns either side
of Cartagena. Both sites were
abandoned in 1993.
The Cenizas guns are in close
proximity and walkable. The
easiest route is to drive past
the West Course entrance
towards Portman and after 500M take the
Llano del Beal track on the right and park
immediately on the left. Walk back to the
main road, cross it slightly to the right and
take the unmade military road up to the
guns.
Alternatively, park in the West Course car
park, take the left turn off the Portman road
towards the football pitches and take a right
across the 5th and 3rd fairways on the golf
course. Continue along this track, past the
gate, and fork left shortly after. Keep to the
main track, skirt the house and garden to
the left and continue to the top of the hill.
Turn right and continue along the path to
the unmade military road. Turn left to the
guns.

Having entered the precinct through the
very photogenic archway, proceed straight
ahead. On the left, steps lead to a viewing
point and a bit further on the right one can
visit an accommodation area – the first

building is a prison! Continuing along the
main path one can see to the left a locked
entrance to an underground rail track from
which the ammunition was stored and
raised by a motorised lift to the guns above.
At the top of the rise to the left one can
see below the entrance to the underground
lift, and to the right the first gun; a 38.1cm
calibre giving a range of 35 Km. To
the left, just past the newly
installed radar installation there is
a path leading down to
observation posts and anti-aircraft
gun positions.
Return to the first gun and climb
up the steps into the observation
deck. Further back to the left is

the second gun. Just past it on the left, take
the steps down to the main track below and
continue left taking notice of the steps on
the left leading down to the underground
tunnels, which the military personnel used
for safety. Pass the military accommodation
on the left and further on, take a left fork to
the top of the buildings. Return by
descending on steps to the left of the wall.
Walk through the dimly lit building with its
interesting rooms to the main entrance.
Return back along the track you came along
until you encounter buildings down on the
left. Take the steps down and observe the
derelict cooking and dining facilities that are
featured.
There are many other great walks in the
area around the resort and a keen group of
walkers meet regularly (not in the summer
months) to try them out. For details,
please see the notice-board in the
Owners Clubhouse, or call organiser:
Robin Lowman on extension. 2438.
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CYCLING WITH
THE LMC MAMIL’S
KEVIN LYNCH

Cycling, the other great sport La Manga
Club was made for. It is a fantastic
recreation, sport and social activity,
which is why it’s becoming increasingly
popular among older people. Indeed, one
of the reasons why the likes of Nike and
Adidas are pulling out of golf equipment,
is that more and more of us are taking to
two wheels, rather than the fairways.

Cycling is fun, it’s a great low-impact exercise
and it’s a fantastic way to meet new people
and share a common interest …. and, if one
were needed, a fantastic excuse to drink a
lot of coffee.
With the advent of the E-Bike, carbon
frames and proper suspension systems,
riding on, or off-road, is no longer the boneshaking, strenuous activity it used to be.
BIKE OPTIONS
E-Bikes are battery assisted, so you can go
further, faster and climb steeper hills (and La
Manga has a few) than a traditional bike.

_____________________________
“Road Bikes are the preserve
of the ‘La Manga Mamils’ (middle
aged men in lycra) and are the
least comfortable, but fastest
bikes around.”
______________________________

Mountain Bikes are a great ‘go anywhere’
option, but with the down-side of being
heavier and having larger tyres, which don’t
roll so freely on the road.
Hybrids are a great beginner option, as they
often come with some suspension and tyres
with enough tread to get you across the saltflats along the Mar Menor, yet which still spin
freely on the roads.
Road Bikes are the preserve of the ‘La
Manga Mamils’ (middle aged men in Lycra)
and are the least comfortable, but fastest
bikes around. They well deserve their ‘Mile
Muncher’ nickname.
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CYCLING WITH
THE LMC MAMIL’S
KEVIN LYNCH

SPANISH ROADS AND DRIVERS
LMC is blessed with a variety of challenging
climbs through Portman and also flattish
routes taking you down along the Mar
Menor. Roads are in good, or soon to be
good, condition, but avoid wet tarmac, as it
can be very slick even when just damp.
Spain is a great cycling nation and as such
they are very considerate toward cyclists. In
fact, by law vehicles are required to leave a
minimum 1.5 meter gap when overtaking,
and for the most part drivers comply ….. but
remember, not all other road users are
Spanish.
CYCLING IN GROUPS

_____________________________
“Now I’m 25 kilos lighter my
trousers are 30’s not 40’s and my
BMI and blood pressure are in a
considerably better place.”
______________________________

One of the great benefits of cycling is that
although ultimately it’s down to the rider
and his/her bike, it’s also a sport that can be
done in groups. La Manga Club has several,
most of which ride out every week. Simply
ask the question on the forum of the
General Community website and I’m sure
one of the organisers will be in touch.

A GREAT WAY TO LOSE WEIGHT
About 18 months ago a good friend of mine
suggested I start cycling with him and a few
friends. I well remember my first ride back
to the Club through the fields from Los
Belones. I’d never have made it if it hadn’t
been for my friend’s encouragement and it
gave me a great sense of satisfaction to make
it home.
Cycling was just the motivation I needed to
really start working harder with my personal
trainer here at La Manga Club, eat and drink
a little more sensibly, and to get on my bike
at least a couple times a week. As a result I’m
25 kilos lighter, my waist measurement is in
the 30’s, not 40’s, and my BMI, plus my blood
pressure, are in a considerably better place.
And yes, I confess, I’ve joined the LMC
Mamils and bought an expensive ‘Mile
Muncher’.

Kevin Lynch before cycling (above)
and afterwards (below)
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CONTACT US
WE HOPE YOU HAVE
ENJOYED OUR NEW LOOK
GENERAL COMMUNITY
NEWSLETTER
PLEASE TELL US
WHAT YOU THINK BY EMAILING
THE EDITOR AT >
paqui@comunidadgenerallmc.com

General Community
of La Manga Club
Centro Comercial,
Local Numero 3. Apartado
Correos 3, 30389, Murcia
TEL: 00 (34) 968 17 57 74
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